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A UNIFIED APPROACH TO SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS
INTRODUCED BY TIME DISCRETISATION.
PART I: BASIC THEORY*
A. ISERLESt, A.T. PEPLOW$, AND A.M. STUART:
Abstract. The asymptotic states of numerical methods for initial value problems are examined.
In particular, spurious steady solutions, solutions with period 2 in the timestep, and spurious invari-
ant curves are studied. A numerical method is considered as a dynamical system parameterised by
the timestep h. It is shown that the three kinds of spurious solutions can bifurcate from genuine
steady solutions of the numerical method (which are inherited from the differential equation) as h is
varied. Conditions under which these bifurcations occur are derived for Runge-Kutta schemes, linear
multistep methods, and a class of predictor-corrector methods in a PE(CE)M implementation. The
results are used to provide a unifying framework to various scattered results on spurious solutions
which already exist in the literature. Furthermore, the implications for choice of numerical scheme
are studied. In numerical simulation it is desirable to minimise the effect of spurious solutions.
Classes of methods with desirable dynamical properties are described and evaluated.
Key words, spurious solutions, bifurcation, timestepping, regularity
AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 65L05, 65L20
1. Introduction. It is well known that a numerical method which is convergent
at a fixed time does not necessarily yield the same asymptotic behaviour as the un-
derlying differential equation for fixed values of the timestep. In many circumstances
it is the asymptotic behaviour which is of interest in the differential equation. Conse-
quently it is desirable to designdiscretisations which mimic the asymptotic properties
of the differential equation.
The asymptotic states of a dynamical system are captured in the w and c limit
sets which may contain equilibria, periodic solutions, quasi-periodic solutions, strange
attractors, etc. [Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983)]. The behaviour of a dynamical
system is determined by the w and a limit sets and. the orbits connecting them to one
another and to infinity. Here we analyze the structure of the w and a limit sets for
convergent discretisations of initial value problems. It is important to design schemes
for which these sets (under appropriate prolongation) are close to the corresponding
limit sets for the underlying differential equation. Thus it is important to understand
(and hence to avoid) conditions under which spurious members of the limit sets are
introduced by time discretisation. Stable spurious solutions are undesirable since they
attract a certain subset of the initial states; for this subset the asymptotic behaviour
of the scheme is clearly incorrect [Griffiths and Mitchell (1988), Iserles (1990)]. Unsta-
ble spurious solutions are also extremely undesirable: consider the class of differential
equations whose solutions remain bounded in time; the unstable manifolds of spu-
rious solutions introduced by discretisation are often connected to infinity [Griffiths
and Mitchell (1988), Stuart (1990)] and this causes breakdown of the scheme since
the sequence generated by the numerical method can diverge to infinity rather than
remaining bounded.
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1724 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
We present a unified approach to the existence of spurious solutions in the limit
sets. The numerical method is viewed as a dynamical system in which the timestep h
plays the role of a bifurcation parameter. Usually, steady solutions of the underlying
differential equation are inherited by the discretisation. We look for bifurcations from
these genuine steady solutions into spurious solutions as h is varied.
Consider the following initial value problem. Find y E Tp satisfying
(1 1) dyd-- f(Y)’ t > 0
and
(1.2) y(0) y0.
Here f E C2(7p, 7P). We introduce a temporal mesh tn nh and let Yn denote our
approximation to y(tn). Typically the sequence Yn is derived from a k-step (implicit)
map of the form
(1.3) F(Yn, Yn+k-1, Yn+k; h) O, n O, 1,...,
together with k initial conditions. Thus (1.3) must be solved for Yn+k given Yn, ",
Yn+k-. Henceforth we assume that (1.3) forms a consistent approximation to (1.1).
By considering a vector of k components we may write (1.3) as a one-step map of the
form
(1.4) H(Un+, Un; h) O,
where Un [YnT, YnT+k_]T e Ttkp. For motivation we consider the case of explicit
methods, in which case (1.4) takes the form
(1.5) Vn+l G(Vn; h).
We briefly outline the bifurcation theory that underlies the results in this paper.
Let us assume that equation (1.1) has an equilibrium such that f() 0. We
assume also that this equilibrium is inherited by the numerical method (1.3)mthis is
true of all the methods considered in this paper [Iserles (1990)]. Thus [,..., ]T
is a fixed point of the map (1.5). This true equilibrium appears as a straight line in
the graph of the limit sets of (1.5) against h. See Fig. 1. It is now possible to look for
bifurcations from this fixed point as h varies. Bifurcation occurs (subject to various
nondegeneracy conditions) when the eigenvalues of Gu(; h) (the Jacobian of G at
U ) pass through the unit circle in the complex plane as h varies. This determines
critical values of h, say he, at which spurious solutions can bifurcate from the true
equilibrium . See Fig. 1. Three kinds of bifurcations are of interest here:
(i) If an eigenvalue passes through +1 then a fixed point of the map (1.5) bifur-
cates from the fixed point U (steady bifurcation). This will typically occur
as a transcritical bifurcation (cf. Fig. l(a)).
(ii) If an eigenvalue passes through -1 then a solution of the map (1.5) with
period 2 in n bifurcates from the fixed point (period doubling or flip bi-
furcation). This will typically occur as a pitchfork bifurcation (cf. Fig. l(b)).
A period 2 solution is one for which Un+2 Un for all n and for which
V+ V.
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1725
limit sets
limit sets
true
equilibrium
spurious solution
0 h
0 hc (bifurcation point)
(a)
spurious solution
true
equilibrium
O0 hc (bifurcation point)
(b)
1.1.
(iii) If a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues passes through the unit circle then
a closed invariant curve for the map (1.5) bifurcates from the fixed point
(Hopf bifurcation).
Precise statements of these results can be found in Guckenheimer and Holmes
(1983). These bifurcations give us a handle on, respectively, spurious steady solutions,
spurious solutions with period 2 in n, and spurious invariant curves. In general, we
would like to prevent the existence of such spurious solutions. The local bifurcation
theory gives us conditions necessary to prevent the existence of spurious solutions
of a particular class. Rather surprisingly, these necessary conditions are sometimes
sufficient as well: that is, the necessary conditions derived from a local theory turn
out to be sufficient for a global result. (See Theorem aMM(ii).) Note that Gu(]; h)
is closely related to the linear stability function for the method linearised about the
equilibrium . This provides a natural connection between the nonlinear theory
described here and classical linear numerical analysis. On a more profound level,
it also points out toward a relationship between our approach, which is based on
Poincar stability, and the Lyapunov-type nonlinear stability theory of Dahlquist
et al. [Burrage and Butcher (1979), Dahlquist (1978), Dekker and Verwer (1984),
Lambert (1987)]. Note, however, that we can also construct spurious steady solutions
of Runge-Kutta methods which do not bifurcate from the linear stability limit of the
numerical method but from different critical values of h associated with the internal
stages of the method. (See Theorem aN(it), (iii).)
The existence of spurious steady solutions introduced by temporal discretisation
was discovered in Iserles (1990) and analyzed further in Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna
(1989). The first of these papers is concerned with Runge-Kutta, linear multistep,
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1726 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
and predictor-corrector methods; it contains some general theory but is mainly de-
voted to expository examples arising from discretisations of a Riccati equation. The
second paper contains a systematic characterisation of those Runge-Kutta methods
which do not possess spurious steady solutions, by means of a recursive algebraic test.
Recent work by Griffiths, Sweby, and Yee (1990) analyzes the existence and stability of
spurious steady solutions of explicit (up to 4-stage) Runge-Kutta methods applied to
various nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with competing equilibria.
The existence of spurious period 2 solutions in various specific equations involving
quadratic nonlinearities is analyzed by Griffiths and Mitchell (1988), Mitchell and
Schoombie (1989), Schoombie and Mitchell (1989), and Sleeman et al. (1988). The
equations studied in these papers are such that algebraic manipulations can be used
to establish the existence of spurious solutions explicitly and their linearised stabil-
ity properties can then be analyzed. The existence of spurious invariant curves is
discussed in Brezzi, Ushiki, and Fujii (1984) where a specific example is discussed
in which the spurious solution can be constructed explicitly. The paper by Lorenz
(1989) also contains a brief discussion of a spurious Hopf bifurcation and its role in
the onset of computationaly induced chaos. Newell (1977) was the first to discuss
the existence of spurious solutions by analytical techniques applicable to arbitrary
nonlinearities. The bifurcation analysis outlined in his paper, where spurious period
2 solutions arising in a discretisation of the cubic Burgers equation are considered,
is the precursor of the analysis in this paper. Subsequent work has generalised and
extended Newell’s work on period 2 solutions to a broad class of problems [Stuart
(1989a), (19895); Stuart and Peplow (1990)].
The unified treatment in this paper establishes an underlying principle in all the
papers cited above and we will refer to these papers to illustrate our theorems. In
addition to providing a unifying framework, the theory also yields many new results.
We now make some definitions. These definitions generalise that in Hairer, Iserles,
and Sanz-Serna (1989). Note that we assume a degree of regularity on f(u). This
enables a straightforward application of local bifurcation theorems and may not be
necessary in certain circumstances.
DEFINITION 1.1. The consistent numerical method (1.3) is regular of degree 1,
denoted R[1], if every fixed point ) E 7p of the map (1.3) satisfies f() 0 for all
h > 0 and all equations (1.1) with f C2(7"tp, TP). Otherwise it is irregular of degree
1.
DEFINITION 1.2. The consistent numerical method (1.3) is regular of degree 2,
denoted R[2] if, for all h > 0 and all equations (1.1) with f e C2(nn, 7n), (1.3) does
not admit real period 2 solutions in n. Otherwise it is irregular of degree 2.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let SIT] denote the (closed) linear stability domain of the
consistent numerical method (1.3). The method is said to be Hopf regular, denoted
R[], if OS[T] =_ iTt.
DEFINITION 1.4. We denote by R[1’2] methods which are regular of degree 1 and
2. Similarly we employ the notation R[1,’], etc. A method which is R[1,2,H] is said to
be strictly regular.
The importance of having a method which is regular of degree 1 is obvious since it
is clearly undesirable to have steady solutions which are a product of the discretisation
and not a feature of the underlying differential equation. Examples are given by
Iserles (1990). The importance of choosing methods which are regular of degree 2
is slightly more subtle, as period 2 solutions are readily recognised as spurious since
they vary on a grid scale. However, spurious period 2 solutions play a prominent
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1727
role in determining the dynamics of (1.3) and the reader should consult Griffiths
and Mitchell (1988), Mitchell and Schoombie (1989), Schoombie and Mitchell (1989),
Stuart (1989a)-(1989c), and Stuart and Peplow (1990) for numerous examples and
discussions of their effects. Methods which are not Hopf regular can undergo spurious
Hopf bifurcations. The role of spurious closed invariant curves, which arise at spurious
Hopf bifurcation points, is clearly illustrated by the example in Brezzi, Ushiki, and
Fujii (1984). Spurious Hopf bifurcations can occur in a method which is not R[HI.
The following theorems summarise the results on regularity obtained in this pa-
per (and include, for completeness, two results obtained in Iserles (1990) and Iserles
and Stuart (1990). Note that the paper contains many other results other than those
concerned directly with regularity. In particular, the precise values hc at which bi-
furcation of spurious solutions occurs is calculated in Theorems 2.3-2.4, 3.4, 4.3, and
5.1. These values are useful for the initiation of numerical continuation of the spu-
rious solutions to determine how they vary with h [Stuart and Peplow, (1990)]. We
emphasise that, for irregular methods, spurious solutions are a generic phenomenon
in the sense that they will be observed for all functions f such that (1.1) has a hyper-
bolic equilibrium. It is important to realise that, although the spurious solutions may
bifurcate from genuine solutions at values of h well above those used in practice (for
example, the linear stability limit), the branches of spurious solutions can penetrate to
values of h used in practice. In particular, it is possible to construct examples where
the spurious solutions may be found for arbitrarily small h--see Iserles (1990), Stuart
(1989b), and Stuart and Peplow (1990). Determining whether or not this happens for
a given problem relies on knowing something about the structure of the differential
equation and the form of the nonlinearity--see Iserles (1990); Stuart (1989b), (1989c);
Griffiths and Mitchell (1988)--and this is an important area for further research. In
terms of Fig. 1, this corresponds to determining what happens to the branches of spu-
rious solutions as h decreases: do they exist for all h, sufficiently small, do they tend
to infinity at some finite value of h, or do they turn around at some finite value of h?
In this paper, however, we take the black-box approach to numerical methods and ask
how much we can say about the dynamical properties of numerical methods for initial
value problems without imposing any structure on the underlying nonlinearity. Our
numerical formalism follows that in Hairer, NCrsett, and Wanner (1987), but specific
definitions of various relevant methods are spelt out explicitly in the sequel.
THEOREM RK. Consider a consistent k-stage Runge-Kutta (RK) method of the
form (2.1)-(2.2). Let R(h) 1 + hbT(I hA)-11 the linear stability function for the
method.
(i) The method is not R[1] if there exists a value h e Tt \ {0} such that (I- hA)
is invertible and R(h)= 1.
(ii) The method is not R[1] if there exists a value h e Tt such that (I- hA) is
singular with one-dimensional null-space, the left and right eigenvectors are
? and , respectively, and T1 O, bT O. This result holds under
Technical Condition A, Theorem 2.3.)
(iii) The method is not R[] if there exists a value h e T such that (I- hA) is
singular with one-dimensional null-space, the left and right eigenvectors are
? and , respectively, and T1 O, bT O. (This result holds under
Technical Condition B, Theorem 2.3.)
(iv) The method is not R[2] if there exists a value h e Tt \ {0} such that (I- hA)
is invertible and R(h) 1.
(v) The highest attainable order of an R[’2] RK method is 2.
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1728 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
Proof. Parts (i), (ii), and (iii) are proved in Theorem 2.3. Part (iv) is proved in
Theorem 2.4. See Corollary 2.5. Part (v) is proved in Theorem 2.7.
THEOREM LMM. Consider a consistent, irreducible, linear multistep method
(LMM) of the form (3.1).
(i) The method is R[1]
(ii) If the method is zero-stable and satisfies p(-1) 0 then it is R[2] if and only
if =0.
(iii) The method is not R[2] /f p(-1) 0.
(iv) The highest attainable order of a convergent R[1’2] LMM is 2[(k + 1)/2].
Proof. Part (i) is proved by Iserles (1990). Part (ii) is proved in Theorems 3.4
and 3.5 and part (iii) in Theorem 3.6. Part (iv) is proved by Iserles and Stuart (1990).
THEOREM PC. Consider the predictor-corrector method (4.1)-(4.3).
(i) The method is not R[1] if m is odd.
(ii) The method is not R[2] if m is even.
Proof. Both parts are proved in Theorem 4.3. See Corollary 4.4.
THEOREM H. (i) The theta method is R[H] /f and only if 0 2"
(ii) Consider the LMM (5.1). /f the method is R[HI then it is marginally zero-
stable.
(iii) Consider the RK method (2.1)-(2.2) with positive weights bi. The method is
R[] if it is symplectic, that is, if M =_ 0, where the matrix M is defined in
Proof. Part (i) is proved in Theorem 5.1, part (ii) in Theorem 5.3, and part (iii)
in Theorem 5.4.
1.1. Implications for choice of schemes. Generally, we expect that for appli-
cation to differential equations where trajectories converge to steady solutions, R[1’2]
methods will be most desirable. For application to equations where trajectories con-
verge to periodic solutions we expect that R[] methods will be most desirable. (Of
course, many equations will exhibit a variety of behaviours, dependent on initial con-
ditions.)
Theorems RK and LMM show that LMMs are the most desirable R[,2] meth-
ods since R[1,2] RK methods are limited to order 2, whilst R[1,2] LMMs can attain
arbitrarily high order. In a companion paper [Iserles and Stuart (1990)], the class of
R[1,2] LMMs is examined further and a modification of the backward differentiation
formulae to satisfy a(-1) 0 is proposed and its zero-stability properties analyzed.
Theorem H shows that RK methods are the most desirable R[] schemes. Margin-
ally zero-stable LMMs are undesirable in practice. The class of RK methods which are
marginally algebraically stable has been widely studied. In particular, such schemes
are advantageous for the integration of Hamiltonian problems, since they preserve the
symplectic structure of phase space [Lasagni (1988), Sanz-Serna (1988)]. Thus it is
not surprising that they are suitable for the detection of Hopf bifurcations, since the
linear problem on the centre manifold determining Hopf bifurcation is area preserving
at the critical parameter value.
Theorem LMM(i), (ii) and Theorem n(i) taken together show that the trapezoidal
rule is strictly regular. Moreover, it follows easily from our analysis that, amongst
all the consistent and strictly (as opposed to "marginally") zero-stable LMM and RK
schemes, the trapezoidal rule is the unique--up to equivalence on linear problems-
method with the aforementioned feature.
We do not advocate that the results in this paper be taken in isolation to guide
the choice of scheme. There are many other issues which need to be considered. For
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1729
example, we have said nothing about the structure of the nonlinear function f(u);
a given method may be irregular, but for wide classes of problems with a particular
nonlinear structure the spurious solutions may only exist above the linear stability
limit and not affect the dynamics of practical computations. Furthermore, we have
said nothing of the stability of the spurious solutions. This, too, depends on the struc-
ture of f(u). Finally, we have considered only fixed timestepping schemes, whereas
variable step schemes are frequently used in ODE codes. It is our belief that the anal-
ysis and development of variable timestepping schemes will benefit from the input of
ideas from dynamical systems, and it is our hope that, by thorough analysis of the
fixed step case, we can establish a framework within which to study the dynamics of
numerical methods.
2. Runge-Kutta methods. We consider a general k-stage method which is
written as
((2.1) i f Yn + h ai,jj
k
(2.2) Yn+l Yn + hZ bii.
i--1
1,...,k,
Let A denote the matrix with entries ai,j, let b denote the vector [bl,..., bk]T and 1
be the k-vector with unit entries [1,..., 1]T. The following lemma is needed to prove
Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose we have the (k + 1) x (k + 1) bordered matrix
X rT 8
where P is a k x k matrix, q and r are vectors of length k, and s is a scalar. Then
(i) If rank P k then X is singular if and only if s rTP-lq O.
(ii) If rankP k- 1 then X is singular if and only if rT 0 or lTq O. Here
P 0 and rITP O.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. In the more complicated setting of linear op-
erators between infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, it can be found in Keller (1977).
The following lemma is used in the proofs of Theorems 2.4, 3.4, and 4.3. It
concerns the bifurcation of period 2 solutions in maps of the form (1.4).
LEMMA 2.2. Let the function H(a, b; h) satisfy H E Cr(Tq x Tq, ’q). As-
sume that the map (1.4) has a fixed point . Assume also that Null(Ha(gf, ; hc)-
Hb(, ; he)) span{0} and that Ha(], ; hc) + Hb(gf f hc) is invertible. If
(Hah(, /); hc) Hbh(, r; hc))0 aange(Ha(/, ; hc) Hb(, ; he))
then, for e << 1, there exists a period 2 solution of (1.4) with the form
h(e) hc + O([e[),
Un(e) + e(-1)nO +
which is Cr-1 in .
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1730 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
Proof. Period 2 solutions of (1.4) are pairs (V, W) with V W satisfying
H(V, W; h) 0; H(W,V;h) =0.
Throughout this proof, all derivatives of H are evaluated at V W r. The Jaco-
bian of the nonlinear system is
Using the fact that Ha +Hb is invertible it may be shown that the Jacobian is singular
at h hc and that bifurcation occurs provided that the "range" condition is satisfied.
this involves a straightforward application of the bifurcation results in Crandall and
Rabinowitz (1971), taking account of the symmetry inherent in the defining equations
for period 2 solutions.
THEOREM 2.3. Let f T H Tt and let 1 be a hyperbolic equilibrium of equa-
tion (1.1). Consider a Runge-gutta method of the form (2.1)-(2.2). Spurious steady
solutions in n bifurcate from the steady solution Yn 1 at h hc, where
(i) bT(f’(l)hcA- I)-11 0, provided that bT(f’())hcA- 1)-21 0 and that
(I- hcf’(l)A) is invertible; or where
(ii) (hcf’(I)A- I) is singular with one-dimensional null-space and with left and
right eigenvectors 1 and , respectively, IT1 O, bT # O, and Technical
Condition A, below, holds; or where
(iii) (hcf’(l)A- I) is singular with one-dimensional null-space and with left and
right eigenvectors 1 and , respectively, IT1 # O, bT O, and Technical
Condition B, below, holds.
Important Note. It is straightforward to extend this theorem to the case of general
f Tp Tp. It is necessary to assume that the Jacobian of f at 9 is nonsingular
and has a real, simple eigenvalue . Then /replaces f() in the definitions of hc. We
prove the result in T merely for simplicity of exposition.
Technical Conditions. We have
(hf’(l)A- I) 0
and
(hf’())AT I)7 O.
(i) Let /T1 0, DT 0, and let a be the unique vector with TD 0 satisfying
(hf’(l)A- I)c + ]’())1 0.
Then we have Technical Condition A:
(ii) Let /T1 0, bT 0, and let be the unique vector with T1 0 satisfying
(hf’()AT I)D + f’()b 0.
Then the Technical Condition B readsD
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1731
Proof. Clearly i 0 and Yn ) is a steady solution of (2.1)-(2.2). We wish
to determine values of h E T at which spurious steady solutions branch from this
genuine steady solution. Steady solutions (i, Y) of (2.1)-(2.2) satisfy
( )y Y + h j=l
k
(2.4) 0 hEb.
i--1
We seek bifurcation from the trivial solution 0, Y ) to other steady
solutions. Bifurcation occurs at the values of h at which the Jacobian of the nonlinear
system (2.3)-(2.4) is singular with simple eigenvalue he [Chow and Hale (1982)].
Linearising the system about the trivial solution we obtain the matrix problem
(.5) X 0.
Here [bT, u]T and the matrix X is given by
(2.6) X= [ hf’())A-I f’())l ]hbT 0
It can be deduced from Lemma 2.1 that the matrix X is singular in the following two
cases:
(i) If hf’()A- I is nonsingular then the whole matrix is singular at h hc
given by (i). This corresponds to bifurcation from the linear stability limit.
(ii) If hf’())A- I is singular with rank k- 1 then X is singular if bT 0
or if T1 0 where is a right eigenvector and T is a left eigenvector
of A, respectively, with eigenvalue 1/(f’()h). This does not correspond to
bifurcation from the linear stability limit.
To establish the theorem we need only determine conditions under which these
eigenvalues are simple. The eigenvalue problem (2.5) is of the form
(2.7) hL1 L2O.
Here
f’())A 0 1(2.8) L1 bT 0
and
I
-f’())l ](2.9) L2= 0 0
The eigenvalue he of (2.7) is simple provided that
(hL L2)F L.(I)
is not solvable.
In case (i), straightforward manipulations show that (2.10) is not solvable pro-
vided that bT(f’())hcA-I)-21 # O. In cases (ii) and (iii)similar manipulations show
that (2.10) is not solvable, subject to Technical Conditions A and B, respectively.
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1732 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
Example and interesting observation. Most of the spurious solutions constructed
in this paper bifurcate from the stability limit of the numerical method linearised
about an equilibrium. However, the spurious steady solutions of Runge-Kutta meth-
ods which bifurcate under conditions (ii), (iii) do not bifurcate from the linear stability
limit. We describe an example which illustrates this phenomenon. Consider the lo-
gistic equation
’
(1 ) f(),
solved by the two-stage Runge-Kutta method
f(Y, + h),
h
+ g(6 +
It may be shown that h 1 and h 2 are candidates for fixed point bifurcations,
according to Theorem 2.3(ii) and (iii), since hA-I is singular at those values. A little
algebra shows that, apart from true fixed points ero and 1, the method has spurious
fixed points I? satisfying
h2l2 / (2h- h2)]y / 2- h 0.
Note that these spurious solutions bifurcate from zero at h 2 as predicted above.
(In fact, h 2 is also the linear stability limit for this method linearised about zero
but, since R(2) -1, "bifurcation from the linear stability limit" would lead us to
expect a period 2 bifurcation there--see Theorem 2.4.)
THEOREM 2.4. Let f Tt T and let 1 be a hyperbolic equilibrium of (1.1).
Consider a Runge-gutta method of the form (2.1)-(2.2). Period 2 solutions in n
bifurcate from the steady solution Yn 1 at h hc where
2(2.11) bT(I- hcf’()A)-11 + hcf’(l) O,
provided that
(2.12) bT(I- hcf’(l)A)-21 0
and that the matrix (I- hcf’(l)A) is invertible.
Proof. Our aim is to find where period 2 solutions of the discrete problem bifurcate
from a genuine steady solution. Let V=((’)T, v)T and W=(()T, w)T. Then define
(2.13) H(V, W; h) :---
Then period 2 solutions satisfy
H(V, W; h) 0, H(W, V; h) 0, U#V.
Since I-hcf’(l)A is invertible, application of Lemma 2.2 shows that hc is a potential
bifurcation point where the matrix Z, given by
Z= [ hcf’(l)A-IhcbT 2D
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1733
is singular. By Lemma 2.1 this matrix is singular at hc given by (2.11). Let Null(Z)
span{O}. To complete the proof that bifurcation occurs we need only establish that
the eigenvalue is simple in the sense of the "range" condition in Lemma 2.2. This
requires showing that
Z(I) LI
is not solvable for , where L1 is given by (2.8). Straightforward manipulation shows
that the problem has no solution, and hence hc is simple, provided that (2.12) holds.
COROLLARY 2.5. Consider a general consistent k-stage Runge-Kutta method of
the form (2.1)-(2.2). Let R(h) 1 + hbT(I hA)-ll, the linear stability function of
the method.
(i) The method is not R[1] if there exists a value h e T \ {0} such that (I- hA)
is invertible and R(h) 1.
(ii) The method is not R[1] /f there exists a value h e Tt such that (hA- I) is
singular with one-dimensional null-space, the left and right eigenvectors are
and , respectively, and T1 O, bT O. (These results hold under
Technical Condition A, Theorem 2.3.)
(iii) The method is not R[1] if there exists a value h E Tt such that (hA- I) is
singular with one-dimensional null-space, the left and right eigenvectors are
and , respectively, and T1 O, DT O. (This result holds under
Technical Condition B, Theorem 2.3.)
(iv) The method is not R[2] if there exists a value h e Tt \ {0} such that (I- hA)
is invertible and R(h) 1.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 with
hcf’([) replaced by h. Note that, in parts (i) and (iv), the nondegeneracy condi-
tion bT(f’([t)hcA- 1)-21 0 which ensures bifurcation at a hyperbolic equilibrium
for arbitrary nonlinearities in Theorem 2.3(i) and Theorem 2.4 is not required. This
is since, to prove irregularity, it is sufficient to provide a specific equation of the form
(1.1) for which a spurious solution exists. For parts (i) and (iv) of the corollary we
take h hc if hc is positive (respectively, h -h if h is negative) and f(y) y
(respectively, -y) and the existence of spurious solutions follows automatically. D
Discussion of Corollary 2.5. It is worth noting that, in the case of a two-stage,
second-order Runge-Kutta method the necessary condition (i) for regularity of degree
derived by1 is equivalent to the necessary and sufficient condition a1,1 + a2,2
Iserles in (1990). This is proved by Peplow in (1989).
The results (i)-(iii) of Corollary 2.5 are not as complete as those in Hairer, Iser-
les, and Sanz-Serna (1989) where a recursive algebraic test is described which forms a
complete implicit (recursive) characterisation of all Runge-Kutta methods which are
regular of degree 1. However, the corollary describes a large class of irregular meth-
ods explicitly and these can be eliminated from the search for regular Runge-Kutta
methods.
The condition bT(hA- I)-11 0 for all h 7 is necessary for regularity of
degree 1, by Corollary 2.5(i). This condition is less general than the condition derived
in Theorem 5 of Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989) where the statement for all
h 7 is replaced by for all h C. Careful examination of the result in Hairer,
Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989) shows an implicit definition of regularity which differs
from ours in a fundamental way: the method is said to be regular if every fixed point
[ e C of the map (1.3) satisfies f()) 0,.... Thus, spurious complex solutions are
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1734 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
considered in Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989) and the argument therein is based
on consideration of the linear equation yt y. In a real system of equations complex
eigenvalues A appear in complex conjugate pairs and under perturbation by nonlinear
terms the spurious complex fixed points bifurcate into spurious invariant curves and
not spurious equilibria--see 5. In contrast, we show that one can expect spurious
equilibria generically in nonlinear problems satisfying the mild criteria of Theorem 2.3.
For this reason we believe that the class of Runge-Kutta methods exhibiting spurious
equilibria that we have constructed in Theorem 2.2 should be treated with special
care amongst all the irregular methods which do not satisfy the recursive algebraic
test in Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989). However, we note that, although it is
not proved in Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989), the results therein remain true
if the definition of regularity is modified to coincide with the one used here. In the
following we generalise the recursive test from Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989)
to the study of R[1’2] Runge-Kutta methods and show that this imposes the order
barrier of 2.
We write the RK scheme (2.1)-(2.2) in the standard Butcher form
c A
bT
and define the inflated method by
ge
l+c
Here
1/2A O
1/2 bT lbT
Note that the inflated method is simply two steps of the original method, each of
lh.length
LEMMA 2.6. The RK method is R[1’2] if and only if its inflated method is R[].
Proof. Suppose that the inflated method is not R[1]. Then there exist and )
such that bTk + bTl 0, where k and are the stages of the first and the second
"half" of the method, and f()) 0. There are two possibilities: either bTk 0, and
lt) or bTk 0then the original method produces false equilibria (with the step
tbT1 it follows]bTk. Since
-
3+in which case we define := , 3 := +
that {t, 3} is a nontrivial 2-cycle of the original method (again, with the step h).
To complete the proof, let the original method fail to be R[’2]. Then, proceeding as
above, it is easy to construct a false equilibrium for the inflated method; hence it is
not R[].
THEOREM 2.7. The highest attainable order of an R[1,2] RK method is 2.
Proof. It is proved by Hairer, Iserles, and Sanz-Serna (1989) that a necessary
condition for the RK method to be R[] is that the stability function R(z) must have
the form
Z
R(z) 1 +
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1735
for some polynomial Q(z). By Lemma 2.6, for the RK scheme to be R[1’2] we require
that
(2.15) R2(z) 1 + 2z
(The factor two follows from consistency considerations.) Combining (2.14) and (2.15)
we obtain Q(z) 1- z and the result.
3. Linear multistep methods. We now consider solving (1.1) by a general
consistent linear multistep method.
DEFINITION 3.1. The k-step linear multistep method (LMM) is defined by
(3.1)
k k
j=0 j=0
with fixed stepsize h > 0.
Here Yn approximates the exact solution of (1.1) at nh and we assume that the
starting values Y0,"’, Yk-1 are given.
DEFINITION 3.2. We define the polynomials p(z) and a(z) by
k k
j=0 j=0
We can assume ak 1 without loss of generality. For consistency we require
p(1) 0 and a(1) p’(1). Therefore
(3.3)
k k
j=0 j=0
where, for a consistent, zero-stable method, b is a nonzero constant.
The following lemma is needed to prove Theorem 3.4.
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose we have the m m companion matrix [Gantmacher (1959)]
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
--ao --a --a2 am-1
Consider the polynomial
(x) xm + am_iXm-1 +.." + alx + ao.
Then (-1)me(x) is the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A. Moreover, det(xI-
A) (x), det(I- A) (1), and det(I + A) (--1)me(--1).
Proof. See Fiedler (1986, p. 158) for the proof.
THEOREM 3.4. Let f 7"t and let E T be a hyperbolic equilibrium
of equation (1.1). Let the linear multistep method (3.1) be consistent and zero-stable
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1736 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A. M. STUART
with p(-1), a(-1) 0. Then period 2 solutions in n bifurcate from the steady solution
Yn 1 at h hc where
p(-1)hc f’()a(-1)"
Important Note. It is straightforward to extend this theorem to the general case
of f" Tp Tp. It is necessary to assume that the Jacobian of f at is nonsingular
and has a real, simple eigenvalue . Then /replaces ff() in the definition of he. We
prove the result in 7 merely for simplicity of exposition.
Proof. Let us first rewrite the k-step relation (3.1) as a 1-step vector map on
vectors Y of length k. Let
Y [Y, Y+I, Y,+k-]T,
then the LMM can be written as
(3.4) hF(Y’+) + y’+ By, + hG(Y),
where
F(Y+1) [0, 0,..., 0,--kf(Y,+k)]T,
-T
G(Yn) O, 0,..., O, E 3jf(Yn+j)
j=O
and
B
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
--0 --1 --2 k-1
We wish to determine values of h E 7 at which period 2 solutions branch from
a steady solution of the system of differential equations (1.1). It is shown in Iserles
(1990) that steady states of the differential equation (1.1) are inherited by the linear
multistep method (3.1). Hence V’ [),,... ,]T is a steady solution (i.e.,
independent of n) of (3.4). Define
H(V, W; h):= hF(V)+ V- BW- hG(W).
A period 2 solution of (3.4) is a pair {V, W}, with V W satisfying
H(V, W; h) 0; H(W, V; h) =0.
Note that V W @ is a trivial steady solution. We seek bifurcation from this triv-
ial solution to solutions with V W. Thus we apply Lemma 2.2. A straightforward
calculation shows that
Ha (’’, Y; h) + Hb(Y, Y; h) C,
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1737
where the matrix C is given by
(3.6)
1 -1 0 0
0 1 -1 0
0 0 0 1
CO Cl C2 Ck-2
0
0
ck_ll
and the elements along the bottom row are defined by
cj aj hf’(l)j, j 0,..., k 2,
ct:-i 1 + ak- hf’()k- hf’()k.
Thus it can be deduced from Lemma 3.3, that the determinant of the matrix is given
by
detC 1+ (ck- 1) +... + c + Co
k k
j=o j=o
From (3.3) we see that that the determinant of the matrix (3.6) is equal to -bhf’().
Since the method is zero-stable and the equilibrium is hyperbolic we deduce that (3.6)
is nonsingular provided that h 0, and we assume this henceforth.
Further calculation shows that
Ha(’C’Y, ; h) Hb(’C’Y, ; h) D,
where the matrix D is given by
1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 ".
0 0 0 1 1
do dl d2 dk-2 dk-1
and the elements along the bottom row are defined by
dj hf’ ()/3j o, j 0,..., k 2,
dk-1 1 -Ck- + hf’(9)k- hf’()k.
Thus we see from Lemma 3.3 that the determinant of the matrix D is given by
det D (--1)k((--1)k + (dk- + 1)(--1)k-1 + d + do)
k
(--1)k Z (hf’(l)fl.i oj)(-1)j
j=o
(-1)k (hf’(t)a(-1) p(-1)).
Consequently, the matrix D is singular at V W r and h hc. By the
assumptions of the theorem, we deduce that this value of h is defined. Also, hc 0 so
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1738 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A. M. STUART
our assumption that C was invertible is justified. To establish that bifurcation occurs
it is only necessary to show that hc is a simple eigenvalue, in the sense of the "range"
condition.
Examination of D shows that at h hc it has null-space spanned by
Thus we must establish that
(3.7) Dv (die + dG)
is not solvable when evaluated at h he. Note that
(dF + dG) [0,..-, 0, f’())a(-1)]T.
Inverting D row by row and letting v0 denote the first element of v we obtain, from
the last row,
V0
k-1
E(-1)Jdj f’())a(-1),
j=0
where the dj’s are defined as above and evaluated at h h. Simplifying we obtain
vo(hcf’())a(-1) p(-1)) f’()a(-1).
By definition of h the left-hand side is zero. By assumption the right-hand side is
nonzero. Hence (3.7) does not have a solution and hc is simple. This completes the
proof. 0
Discussion of Theorem 3.4. The papers of Griffiths and Mitchell (1988), Mitchell
and Schoombie (1989), Schoombie and Mitchell (1989), Sleeman et al. (1988), and
Stuart (1989b) all contain constructions of period 2 solutions in numerical meth-
ods for ODEs with hyperbolic equilibria and parabolic partial differential equations
(PDEs) with hyperbolic equilibria which are retained under spatial discretisation; Eu-
ler timestepping is employed for which p(-1) and a(-1) : 0, and hence the existence
of period 2 solutions can be predicted by Theorem 3.4. The special case of Theorem
3.4 for one-step LMMs is proved in Stuart and Peplow (1990).
It is a straightforward corollary of Theorem 3.4 that the method is not regular of
degree 2. A different (and substantially shorter) proof of this corollary, based on linear
numerical-analytic, rather than nonlinear dynamical, considerations, is presented in
the companion paper Iserles and Stuart (1990). Rather surprisingly we can obtain
a converse of this result: the assumption a(-1) 0 implies regularity of degree
2. Thus the class of LMMs satisfying p(-1) 0 and or(-1) 0 is R[1,2] (since
all LMMs are RIll; see Iserles (1990)). This suggests that the class of LMMs with
a(-1) 0 is a favourable class for long-time simulation of differential equations.
Further examination of this class of LMMs is undertaken in Iserles and Stuart (1990).
THEOREM 3.5. Consider a consistent, irreducible, zero-stable linear multistep
method of the form (3.1), satisfying p(-1) = 0. The method is R
[2] if and only if
a(-1) =0.
Proof. The only if part follows directly from Theorem 3.4 since we show that, if
a(-1)
-
0, (3.1) has period 2 solutions under appropriate assumptions on f. The if
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1739
part follows from algebraic manipulations: let a(-1) 0. Period 2 solutions of (3.1)
satisfy
hF(V) + V BW + hG(W),
hF(W) + W BV + hG(V),
where we require V W. Furthermore, we know a lot about the properties of V and
W. Specifically,
(3.8) V [V0,’’’,Vk--1]T,
w [w0,...,
where
(3.9) vj v for j even, w for j odd,
wj w for j even, v for j odd,
for two distinct numbers v, w E T. Subtracting, we obtain
(3.10) (I + B)(W V) h[F(V) F(W) + G(V) G(W)],
where B is defined by (3.5). Let us examine the right-hand side of (3.10). All com-
ponents are zero except for the last which, from (3.8), equals
k-1 k-1
--hkf(Vk-l) / hkf(Wk-l) / h jf(vj) h Zf(w).
j=o j=o
Using (3.9) this simplifies to
Hence we have, from (3.10),
ha(-1)[f(v)- f(w)].
(I + B)(W- V) 0,
since a(-1) 0. Using Lemma 3.3 we deduce that I + B is invertible since p(-1)
0 for an irreducible method. Hence we obtain V W. This violates the basic
requirement of period 2 solutions and the result follows.
THEOREM 3.6. Consider a consistent linear multistep method of the form (3.1).
The method is not R[2] if p(-1) 0.
Proof. Consider an equation of the form (1.1) where f(y) has two zeros ) and
We show that it is possible to construct a period 2 solution of (3.1) if p(-1) 0 and
hence that the method cannot be regular of degree 2. Set
Y, )+ + )-(-1)n.2 2
This period 2 solution satisfies (3.1): since Yn takes on the values ) and at alternate
steps, the right-hand side of (3.1) is annihilated. Since the method is consistent and
p(1) 0 the constant term satisfies the left-hand side of (3.1). Since p(-1) 0 the
oscillating term satisfies the left-hand side of (3.1). This completes the proof.
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1740 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
Discussion of Theorem 3.6. Note that the solution constructed is reminiscent
of the nondiagonal solutions of the leapfrog scheme described by Sanz-Serna (1985).
There is an important distinction between the period 2 solutions constructed in Theo-
rem 3.4 (p(-1) 0) and in Theorem 3.6 (p(-1) 0). Those in Theorem 3.4 are of an
intrinsically nonlinear nature and depend in a complicated way upon h; see Griffiths
and Mitchell (1988) and Stuart and Peplow (1990) for numerical examples. Those in
Theorem 3.6 are essentially linear: they are independent of h and are extended to the
nonlinear case h 0 by a special choice which annihilates the effect of nonlinearity.
The paper of Sleeman et al. (1988) contains an analysis of period 2 solutions in the
leapfrog discretisation (for which p(-1) 0) of the logistic equation.
4. Predictor-corrector methods. We consider the solution of equation (1.1)
by a simple predictor-corrector algorithm comprising of a single Euler predictor and
M corrector steps with the trapezoidal rule. As in previous sections we employ bifur-
cation analysis. A similar bifurcation analysis can be developed to elucidate the struc-
ture of spurious solutions for general Adams-Bashforth/Adams-Moulton predictor-
corrector algorithms in a PE(CE)M implementation.
DEFINITION 4.1. We define our Predictor-Corrector method as
(4.1) v() hf(Yn
-+ Y, +
(4.2) yk+l h (Y+I))Zn+l Yn +
-
(f(Y,) + f k
(4.3) Yn+l YnM+I
k 0,...,M- 1,
The following lemma is needed to prove Theorem 4.3.
LEMMA 4.2. The recurrence relation
Ak 1 +
-
+ Ak-1, k 2,
has the solution
M-1
A= 1+- +A.
,M
Proof. The proof follows in a straightforward fashion by induction. Cl
THEOREM 4.3. Let f T
--
7 and let be a hyperbolic equilibrium of (1.1). Set
-2hc f,().
The following results are valid for the predictor-corrector method (4.1)-(4.3)
(i) For M odd a spurious steady solution bifurcates from the genuine steady so-
lution Yn at h hc.
(ii) For M even a period 2 solution bifurcates from the genuine steady solution
Yn at h hc.
Important Note. It is straightforward to extend this theorem to a general f
’P P. It is necessary to assume that the Jacobian of f at is nonsingular and
has a real, simple eigenvalue y. Then y replaces f()) in the definition of hc. We
prove the result in a single dimension merely for simplicity of exposition.
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1741
Proof. Throughout both proofs we use the notation x hf(l).
(i) Spurious steady solutions: Our aim is to find where steady solutions of
the discrete problem bifurcate from a genuine steady solution. A steady (i.e., n
independent) solution of (4.1)-(4.3) satisfies
(4.4) Yn + hf(Yn)
(4.5) vk+ln+ hYn +
-
(f(Yn) + f(y,k+)), k 0,"’, i- 2,
h
0
-
(f(Yn)+ f(YnM+;1)).
Note that Yn Ynk+l Yn/l 9 satisfies (4.4)-(4.6). We linearise (4.4)-(4.6) about
this fixed point of the map Y
-
Yn+. Let the (M / 1)-dimensional vector of linear
M-2 M-1parts be denoted by T [n n0+l, n+l n+l ]" Thus,
k 0,...,M- 2,
The linear problem can be written in matrix notation as A 0. To study bifurcation,
we wish to determine the value of h that renders A singular. We have
l/x -1 0 0 0
l+x x -1 0 0
1+_ 12x 0 7X
--11X 0 0 x
Let us define the k k matrices Ak by
1x1+ -1 0!1 +-x x -1
l+1/2x 0
x 0
0
0
x
0
0
0
Then det A satisfies
(4.7) det A (1 / x) x / det AM,
detAk= l+-x x
( ) 1
+ det Ak-1,
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1742 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
From Lemma 4.2 we deduce that
( 1 ) 1(1 )det AM 1 + -x -xj-1
M 1
Therefore
Hence
J 1
+x
M
detA=x x + 2 x
=2 xj----1
hf’()))M+lh’())1 (
hf’())1--
1 / M+Idet A 0 when x 1 and 2x 1.
Thus, for M odd, the matrix A is singular at h hc. We need only show that the
eigenvalue is simple in the sense of the "range" condition to establish that bifurcation
of spurious steady solutions occurs.
The eigenvalue problem A -0 may be written in the form
(4.8) hLx- L2x.
Here
f’()) 0
! f,())f, ())2
!f,() 02
0
if’
-
())
1 -1 0
1 0 -1
L2- 0 "’.
O
and
1 0 ". ". -1
0 0
Equation (4.8) is singular at h hc at which value the matrix A simplifies to Ac
where A hcL1- L2 is given by
-1 -1 0 0
0 -1 -1 0
Ac-
0 0 -1 -1
-1 0 0 -1
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1743
By inspection we deduce that the eigenvector Xc Ix0," ", XM]T satisfies xk (-1)k
The condition that the eigenvector be simple is that
(4.9) Acy hcLlx
has no solution Let w
-[w0,’’’,WM]T and y -[Yo,’",YM]T. We set w hcLxc
and obtain wk (-1)k+l 1. Thus the first M rows of (4.9) give
y+ + y 1 + (-1)k
for k 0,..., M- 1. This recursion has solution
1(4.10) Yk a(--1) k(-1) +
for k 0,..., M. The bottom row of (4.9) gives
(4.11) YM + YO 1 + (--1)M.
Substituting (4.10) in (4.11) and using the fact that M is odd yields a contradiction.
Hence the eigenvalue of (4.8) is simple and bifurcation occurs. This completes the
proof of part (i).
(ii) Spurious period 2 solutions: We set Wk Y2kt and Vk Y2+l for
k 0,..., M. Then let W [W0, W1,.’., WM]T and similarly for V. Then define
(4.12)
V WM hf(WM) 0,H(V, W; h):= yk+ wM
_[f(wM) + f(yk)] k =0,...,M-1.
Period 2 solutions of (4.1)-(4.3) are then given by solutions V,W with V = W and
(4.13) H(V, W; h) 0; H(W, V; h) 0.
Let z [),..., ]. Note that V W satisfies equations (4.12)-(4.13).
We now apply Lemma 2.2 to seek bifurcations from this solution. It can be shown
that
Ha(@,; h) + Hb(’CY, "Y; h) I B C,
where the matrices B and C are defined by
(4.14) B
0 0 l+x
l+x
0 0 l+x
and
(4.15) CDo
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1744 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
By moving the last column of I- B- C into the first column we deduce that det(I-
B- C) det A 0 for M even. Hence I-B-C is invertible for M even. Henceforth,
we assume that M is even. By Lemma 2.2, we find that bifurcation can occur where
D, given by D (I + B C), is singular. Examination shows that det D satisfies the
following recursion:
det
det Dk 1 + + det Dk-.,
detD=2++ 1+- .
Comparing with the recursion (4.7) we deduce that
detD detA + 2 4-4(1/2hf’())
M+2
2-
Thus D is singular at h hc for M even. Let Null(D) =span{}. By inspection, it is
clear that
(4.16)
To establish that bifurcation actually occurs we need to check the "range" con-
dition in Lemma 2.2. This involves showing that the matrix equation
(4.17) Dv (Bh Ch)
is not solvable at h he. At this value of h we obtain
1 0 1
0 ". ". 0
0 1 1
and
Bh Ch
2
Thus (Bh- Ch), [x0,... ,XM]T where
Xk=(--1)k+l.
Letting v [v0,..., VM]T we obtain from the last M rows of (4.17)
Vk + Vk- (--1) k + 1,
for k 1,..., M. This recursion has solution
(4.18) Vk a(-- 1)k + k(_ 1)k +.1
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1745
The first row of (4.17) gives
(4.19) v0 VM.
Substituting (4.18) in (4.19) yields a contradiction (M 0) and hence the eigenvalue
is simple. This completes the proof of (ii).
Discussion of Theorem 4.3. The effect of the parity ofM on the spurious equilibria
of the predictor-corrector map (4.1)-(4.3) was first observed in Iserles (1990) for the
specific case of the Riccati equation. Theorem 4.3 provides an explanation and a
generalisation of that result. An intuitive explanation of the result is as follows: let
PM(h) be the linear stability function for the method (4.1)-(4.3). Then, if M is odd,
PM(hc) 1 and a spurious steady solution can be found in the linear problem at h
hc. (Under perturbation by nonlinear terms, this becomes a branch of spurious steady
solutions, locally continuous in h.) If M is even, PM(hc) --1 and a period 2 solution
can be found in the linear problem at h hc. (Under perturbation by nonlinear terms,
this becomes a branch of spurious period 2 solutions, locally continuous in h.)
COROLLARY 4.4. Consider the predictor-corrector method (4.1)-(4.3). The method
is not R[1] if M is odd and it is not R[2] if M is even.
Important Note. For the linear multistep method we were able to show that the
necessary condition for regularity of degree 2 derived from bifurcation theory was also
sufficient. This is not the case for the predictor-corrector method considered here.
We present two examples to illustrate that Corollary 4.4 cannot be extended to a
necessary and sufficient result. Note that the example concerns a function f(y) which
is not C2 on the whole of 7. This is not crucial to the analysis--a C2 extension of
f can be made to eliminate the singularity--the spurious solutions constructed are
then only valid for h sufficiently far from zero.
(i) Consider the case f(u) -1/u. A fixed point of the predictor-corrector
method with M 2 satisfies
h
V
--
U
1-w u
-
+
1 1
u w
A simple calculation affirms that these equations have the solution
u2 +/---h.3
4
Hence the method is not regular of degree 1 for M even.
(ii) Consider the case f(u) -1/u. A period 2 solution of the predictor-corrector
method with M 1 satisfies
hW0 V V1’
WI=V h ( 1
hV W W’D
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1746 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A. M. STUART
These equations admit solutions of the form W -V a and W
with
-V b
3+/-Vb2 h,4
and a (h- b2)/b. Hence the method is not regular of degree 2 for M odd.
5. Hopf regularity. In this section we study the effect of discretisation on sys-
tems which undergo Hopf bifurcation. Our arguments here will be purely formal.
Specifically, we shall not examine in detail the two degenerate cases of Hopf bifurca-
tion occurring (i) at an eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity greater than one; and
(ii) zero crossing speed for the eigenvalues at criticality. Fully rigorous analysis of
these cases requires examination of higher-order nonlinear terms and obscures the
essence of the argument which centres on a linear analysis. The arguments can be
made rigorous by application of Theorem 3.5.2 in Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983)
(which can be generalised to other problems in higher dimensions by means of centre
manifold reduction).
Consider (1.1), parameterised by s and written in the form
(5.1) dy Asy + gs(y)dt
where the matrix A is continuous in s, the spectrum of A8 includes a complex con-
jugate pair {A8,8}, with nontrivial imaginary part, Re Ao 0, (d/ds)Re 8 0 at
s 0, and gs(Y) O(IlYll 2) for small IlYlI. Equation (5.1) undergoes a Hopf bifurca-
tion at s 0, y 0 and a branch of periodic solutions is born. Analogously, a map
of the form
Csan+l DsU + gs(an+l, Un)
can undergo a Hopf bifurcation at the values of s at which the eigenvalues #8 of
#8C8 D8 pass through the unit circle as a complex conjugate pair (provided that
gs(x,y) O(llxll 2, Ilxyll, Ilyll)). A branch of invariant curves for the map (5.2) is
born.
We consider the application of multistep and Runge-Kutta methods to the Hopf
bifurcation problem. Close to an equilibrium, these can always be written in the form
(5.2). The motivation for the Definition 1.3 of Hopf regularity is that we would like
(5.2) to undergo a Hopf bifurcation if and only if (5.1) does. By considering the matrix
A8 in Jordan normal form, this is equivalent to studying the effect of discretisation
on the equation y Ay. Note that our arguments, based only on the linear part of
the problem, are not sufficient to prove that Hopf bifurcation occurs in the map if
and only if it occurs in the differential equation. To do this requires certain technical
details which, we feel, obscure the discussion.
To introduce ideas we apply the theta method to
(5.3)
---
Ay.dt
This yields
(5.4) Yn+l Yn
--
hA{(1- O)Yn + OYn+l}.
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1747
Here 0 E [0, 1]. Thus the method is a convex linear combination of forward and
backward Euler methods. Rearranging we obtain CYn+I DYn, where C 1 hAO
and D 1 + hA(1- 0). It is well known that the boundary of the linear stability
function (values of Ah where [D/C[ 1) coincides with the imaginary axis if and only
if 1/2. Thus we have Theorem 5.1.
THEOREM 5.1. The theta method (5.4) is Hopf regular if and only if 0 1/2.
Discussion of Theorem 5.1. Brezzi, Ushiki, and Fujii (1984) contains an explicit
example of a spurious invariant curve introduced by Euler discretisation of the complex
equation zt z(i + s- [z[2). This method is not RH and it may be shown that: (i)
the true Hopf bifurcation in the map occurs for small C0(h) nonzero s whereas, in the
differential equation, Hopf bifurcation occurs at s 0; (ii) a spurious invariant curve
bifurcates from zero at a spurious Hopf bifurcation point at large s of C0(1/h). This
spurious bifurcation is introduced by the discretisation.
We now consider the application of a k-step LMM (p, er) to the Hopf bifurcation
problem, assuming that p and a are irreducible, p obeys the "root condition" (is
zero-stable), and the method is consistent. Let
(5.5) T(w, z):= p(w) za(w)
and denote by ,.g[T] the (closed) linear stability domain of the method. Thus,
SIT] {z e C The polynomial T(w, z) obeys the root condition}.
Hence a necessary condition for Hopf regularity is that, for every
T(ei, z) -0 => z iTS.
Thus, from (5.5), we require that for every 0 e [-rr, rr]
Re p(ei 0.
The last identity yields at once the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.2. The LMM (3.1) is Hopf-regular only if
(5.6) Re p(eiO)a(e-iO) 0
identically in .
THEOREM 5.3. An R[HI LMM of the form (3.1) is marginally zero-stable, provided
that k > 2.
Proof. Assume that
k
p(z) II > o,
j=k0+l
cz H (z- eo >_ o,
j=o+l
where rko+l,"’, rk, So+l,’",s 7 O. Note that <_ k and that irreducibility implies
that kolo 0. Thus,
k
P(Z-1) CpZ-k H (Z r;1),
j--ko+l
’(z-l) Caz- H (Z- 8;1),
j=o+l
k
Co (--1)k-k H
j=ko+l
Ca (-1)-C H
j=go+
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1748 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A.M. STUART
Consequently, equation (5.6) implies that, for all Izl- 1,
k
CC,z,o- II II
j=o+l j=ko+l
k
II II 0.
j=0+l j=ko+l
We now compare coefficients and factorizations. First we note that k- + k0- to 0.
Assume that k0 _> 1. Then /o 0 and l k+ko > k, which cannot be true.
Consequently, k0 0 and l0 k l. Moreover, Cp C.
Irreducibility implies that si rj for all and j. Thus, it follows that
(i) For every j 0 + 1,... , there exists m e {0 + 1,... ,} \ {j} such that
sjsm 1; and
(ii) For every j 1,... ,k there exists m E {1,... ,k} \ {j} such that rjrm 1.
Note that p obeys the root condition. Thus, Irjl <_ 1 for all j 1,...,k and (ii)
is equivalent to the condition Irjl 1 for all j 1,...,k. The result follows at
once.
Theorem 5.3 shows that Hopf regular multistep methods are not very useful in
practice. Hence we now consider the effect of discretisation by Runge-Kutta methods
on systems undergoing Hopf bifurcation. Consider the method (2.1)-(2.2) applied to
the equation (5.3). The method then satisfies
Yn+I=R(Ah)Yn,
where R is the linear stability function defined in Theorem RK.
As for the LMM we denote by SIT] the (closed) linear stability domain of the
method. Thus
SIT] {z e C: In(z)l <_ 1}.
To show that a method is Hopf regular requires establishing that
)h e in= IR(Ah)l 1.
In the following we shall require the matrix M whose entries are defined by
This matrix was introduced by Burrage and Butcher (1979). Recall that an alge-
braically stable Runge-Kutta method satisfies bi _> 0 and mi,y >_ 0 [Burrage and
Butcher (1979)]. In Sanz-Serna (1988) it is proved that the Runge-Kutta method
(2.1)-(2.2) is symplectic if M 0, and a similar result has been announced by Lasagni
(1988). Since the linear problem on the centre manifold governing Hopf bifurcation is
symplectic, it is not surprising that the schemes identified by Sanz-Serna and Lasagni
are appropriate for the integration of equations undergoing Hopf bifurcations. Such
a result is contained in the following theorem. Henceforth we use to denote the
complex conjugate of a.
THEOREM 5.4. The Runge-Kutta method (2.1)-(2.2) with b >_ 0 for all is R[H]
iIM =O.
Proof. We start by establishing that the RK method (2.1)-(2.2) applied to (5.3)
satisfies
(5.s) ly + J ? IY, l + 2hRe A
k k
i--1 i,j--1
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SPURIOUS SOLUTIONS OF TIME DISCRETISATIONS 1749
Taking inner products, we obtain from (2.2)
k k
Ign+ll 2 --Ignl 2 -t- hE bi(in ’t- ign) ’1- h2 E bibji.
i=1 i,j=l
From (2.1) with f(y)= Ay we have that
Hence
h k kIynl2 + E bili]2 h2 E baj
i=1 i,j=l
h k k k
+- E bi[il2 h2 E biaijij + h2 E bibji.i=1 i,j=l i,j=l
Collecting terms and using (5.7) we obtain equation (5.8) as required. Now assume
that M --0. Then (5.9) gives
12 12 2hRe
, k
i=1
If Re A 0 then Ign+ll 2 Ig2[ so that IR()h)l 1. Conversely, if IR()h)l 1 then
INn/el 2 Ignl 2 and, since the bi >_ 0, this implies that Re , 0. Thus the method is
Hopf regular.
A natural question to ask is whether Theorem 5.4 can be extended to an "if and
only if" result. Unfortunately, this is not possible: from Theorem 5.1 the trapezoidal
rule is Hopf regular, but it does not satisfy M 0. The problem is that the matrix M
is, in some ways, an unnatural object to study in the context of Hopf bifurcation. Hopf
bifurcation is governed by a linear differential equation and there are many methods,
which when applied to linear problems are identical, but which have different M
matrices. For example, the implicit midpoint rule (M 0) and the trapezoidal rule
(M
-
0) are identical when applied to linear problems. For linear problems a Runge-
Kutta method is determined by its stability function R(z) and it is to this that we
now turn our attention.
DEFINITION 5.5. The Runge-Kutta method (2.1)-(2.2) is said to be symmetric
if R(z)R(-z) 1 for all z
THEOREM 5.6. Subject to consistency, the Runge-Kutta method (2.1)-(2.2) is
R[HI if and only if the linear stability function R(z) is symmetric and A-stable.
Proof. Symmetry implies that iT C_ O$[T]. A-stability means that no points of
SIT] may reside in the left half plane and symmetry excludes such points in the right
half plane. Hence, A-stability and symmetry imply Hopf regularity.
Next, we prove that Hopf regularity implies both A-stability and symmetry. Since
R(it)R(-it) IR(it)l-- 1, symmetry can be deduced at once by analytic continua-
tion. To prove A-stability we suppose that the method is not A-stable, hence there
exists z0, Re(z0), such that IR(zo)l > 1. Because of consistency, for sufficiently small
and real e > 0 the point -e lies in $[T], since R(-e) 1- e + O(e2). Consider the
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1750 A. ISERLES, A.T. PEPLOW AND A. M. STUART
line segment, F say, linking
-
with z0. If R is continuous along F then there exists
on F a point, zl say, such that IR(zl)l 1. Thus, z e 0SIT], Re(z0), contradicting
the assumption that the method is Hopf-regular. Finally, if R fails to be continuous
along F then it must have a pole there. Since poles of rational functions are isolated,
it follows that, travelling from -s along F, there will be point, z say, that is reached
before the first pole and such that IR(z) > 1. We replace z by z and repeat the
proof. Either way, we reach a contradiction to the method being Hopf regular. [:]
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